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cOVEr Art bY MOrlEY

Monday

5.1

WhoMadeWho
3.26.16 Kidnap Kid

indie-dance fans are in for a treat when Danish trio
WhoMadeWho brings their talent to Sound. Singer/bassist
tomas høffdin, jazz guitarist Jeppe Kjellberg and drummer
tomas barfod just topped that charts in six countries with
their latest offering body language Vol. 17, plus their new
single “hi & low” in tow.

Art iSt FEAtu r E

BLOND:ISH
by Deanna Rilling

the duo of Anstascia D’elene and Vivie-Ann bakos earned their
moniker of blond:ish while promoting a DJ night of the same name in
their native Montreal. their music channels spirituality, whether they’re
throwing down an underground DJ set or a full live performance.
You recently did a live Essential Mix recorded from the beach of
Tulum. What was that like and how did you shape the vibe to the
environment?
it was perfecto. We played for eight hours on the beach, with friends,
complete with some mezcal and guacamole, the local beach dogs,
the sound of the wind and waves, while the sun did its thing over the
course of the day till after sunset. We didn’t really shape the music to
the environment, but it shaped the vibe of our set … we just played
ping pong with paradise. it was magic for us...

You experimented with visible sound for your debut album Welcome
to the Present. Where did the idea of creating cymatics videos for
each track on the album from and can you explain more about it?

Speaking of vibe/environment, what kind do you hope to bring
to Sound?
We never really plan our sets so much, but do our best to adjust
according to the environment on the fly and with a bit of pre-prep on
our assumptions. We do our best to bring everyone on OnE vibe: lOVE
vibes.

We were taking a course on sound meditations/sound healing and
went deeper into discovering what sound exactly is and really began
to peel some layers off. One of the course topics was cymatics, and
we didn’t know much about it before the course. it really fascinated us
that every resonant frequency has its corresponding sacred geometry
image that can be visible through the science of cymatics. it’s always
there in front of our eyes and all around us, but we can’t see it unless
it’s focused through a medium like water or sand. basically we wanted
to introduce our fans to cymatics (for those that didn’t already know)
and that sound is much more than what we think of it today as a 2D
waveform. We wanted to open that topic for anyone else that is as
curious as we are about our love for sound in all of its glory.

5.6

Friday

Blond:ish
Fresh off their well received bbc radio 1 Essential Mix
recorded on the beach in tulum, the duo of Anstascia D’elene
and Vivie Ann bakos have also delved into the live experience
with their gigs as well. the Montreal pair is now based in
barcelona, seeking inspiration from their surroundings and
exploring the layers of sound to bring about their genre of
“romantic chaos.”

Saturday

5.7

Miguel Migs
Veterans of West coast house grew up grooving to Miguel
Migs and his Salted Music. From his start in the ‘90s to today,
his brand of true underground deep house even earned him a
nomination in the beatport poll as best Deep house producer.

5.9

Monday

Adana Twins / Doctor
Dru
the duo of take it Easy and Friso, aka Adana twins, hail from
hamburg and are no strangers to cultivating 8 to 10 hour
sets. Adana twins meld together their influences of deep
house and techno with hip-hop and soul and you can get
a taste by checking out their latest remix of nico Stojan’s
“blue hour.” Also on the docket is fellow german Doctor Dru
who collaborated with the Adana twins on “Anymore,” so
synchronicity for your night at Sound is guaranteed.

4.2.16 AMINE EDGE & DANCE

SounD AWAy froM HoMe

Our party in Palm Springs
rEtrOSpEctiVE

the hottest coachella weekend party
that was also the best place to cool
off was the Sound Dayclub. held at the
hilton palm Springs on April 17, the party
was All gone pete tong with not only
the master himself, but some reputable
friends in tow. lee K kicked things off,
followed by thomas Jack and then the
sweet live vocals and guitar of bob
Moses. tong kept it going and to close
out the day as the sun dipped lower
in the sky, a dream back-to-back set
won the crowd over courtesy of nicole
Moudaber and Dubfire.

Ibiza

he promises will be DJs you
wouldn’t normally expect on a
lineup for his Mosaic project
focusing on tech house beats.
Another new residency also
occurs for berlin-based duo tale
of us. After owning boiler room
sets over the winter, they’ll now
tackle the 13-week Afterlife
party at Space ibiza beginning
in the middle of June. the first
installment welcomes rødhåd,
Mano le tough, and Dixon.

This summer in

by Deanna rilling

ibiza season is here! it’s that time
of year when jet-setting clubbers
fly over to the Spanish island.
long known for wooing the world’s
best DJs for raucous all-nighters,
the city has come under recent
scrutiny for booking more gimmick
acts and celebrities, departing
from the crème de la crème of
electronic music. however, there
are still plenty of noteworthy nights
worthy of renewing your passport.
While many were disappointed that
richie hawtin’s revered EntEr.
party won’t be returning, he will
grace the island with his expertise
for the ushuïa opening party May
28 along with guy gerber, hot
Since 82, Maya Jane coles, Joris
Voorn and more.

reason for ending the long run. So
it may also be your last chance
to experience Space ibiza where
the music is the driving focus of
the night, not models and bottles.
For the final season, cox will be
joined for Music is the revolution:
the Final chapter by Marco carola,
Danny tenaglia, Sasha, Adam
note that 2016 will be your last beyer, Andy c and many more.
chance to experience carl cox at
Space this year. After 15 years as in more positive news, Maceo plex
a resident at the ibiza staple, cox will launch is first-ever residency
cited the departure of 80-year-old on the White isle. pacha ibiza will
owner pepe rosello’s when his see the DJ/producer born Eric
contract is up in 2017 and ushuaïa Estornel spinning for a 20-week
group taking over next year as his run on tuesdays, along with what

...One can still find the
musical spirit of Ibiza despite
the EDM encroachment.
if you like to dig deep and want
your DJs to do so as well, one can
still find the musical spirit of ibiza
despite the EDM encroachment. For
example, Sven Väth is on the terrace
for the coocoon ibiza opening party
at Amnesia on May 30 and loco Dice,
pan-pot at more June 1. things even
get trance-y with the cream ibiza
opening party June 9 at Amnesia
with Aly & Fila, Eddie halliwell,
bryan Kearney and Will Atkinson.
So no matter your electronic music
persuasion, ibiza provides the party.

Thursday

5.12

night Bass
Within months of launching at Sound, night bass was named
“most exciting new u.S. dance party by bpM, and thump
declares the label’s first release “the bible of bassline.”
curated by A.c. Slater, night bass is los Angeles host to some
of the hottest acts in bass music, garage, 2 step and bassline.

4.9.16 Tensnake
Audrey Napoleon

5.13

Friday

The Martinez Brothers
thanks to their father’s innate taste and an early introduction
to the music of the paradise garage, it was only natural for
these siblings from the bronx to be drawn to house music
(though they’ve delved into hip-hop as well). chris and Steve
celebrate the release of their new single “Stuff in the trunk”
with Miss Kittin on April 13 at Sound!

4.16.16

Marco Carola

Saturday

5.14

Doorly & friends
4.19.16 Justin Martin

Doorly has “the Way” to make the dance music world take
notice, such as being touted as a future star by pete tong and
courted for a live bbc radio 1 Essential Mix. Since then he’s
topped the beatport and traxsource charts on a plewthora
of labels including the revered Dirtybird, toolroom and hot
creations.

Yea we might play it 5 times lOl!

THE
MARTINEZ
BROTHERS
QuEStiO n & AnS W Er : Art iS t FEAtu r E

Since your dad was a fan of
the Paradise Garage, what
are some of your favorite
influences from that era?
We always say we wish we
could experience that whole
era, man. pop tells us crazy
stories all the time, theres
even some crazy footage on
youtube that’ll bug you out. the
music was a main influence

for us because it was live-based
and that’s where we come from,
playing instruments. records like
candido “thousand Finger Man”
and powerline “Double Journey”
are really inspiring.
Your new single with Miss Kittin,
“Stuff in the Trunk” drops the
same day you play at Sound.
Anything special planned for the
occasion?

How did the collaboration with
Miss Kittin come about and what
is the vibe you’re going for with
the track?
We were in ibiza chillin at Dc10
and she was like “i made this track
for you guys actually, i pictured
myself being in the bronx and
just wrote some ghetto sh**.” We
always talked about making music,
so as soon as we heard it we took
the vocals, made the beat and here
it is.
You guys have also dabbled in
hip-hop. What kind of set will you
bring to Sound?
hip hop is where we come from.
We might throw some of that in at
the end!
As New York natives, compare
and contrast the East Coast and
West Coast house scenes.
Music wise we think the west
coast and eat coast are pretty
similar for the most part. West
coast vibes are always sunnier
though, can’t front lol
What part of the world do you
think has the best house scene
right now?
ibiza will always be #1 for us. You
just can’t beat that energy and
vibe.
You recently got to go B2B with
Jamie Jones. Who are some other

DJ/producers you’d like to team
up with, either in the booth or
studio?
robert hood & richard Villalobos
are people we’d love to be in the
studio with--among too many to
name.
You guys have delved into the
world of fashion with your
music being used at shows
and in fashion features. What
other marketing partnership or
product would you think pairs
well with your music?
Fashion-wise, we think all
routes could be a dope lane, the
marketing is the key factor.
Siblings have spats sometimes.
Have you been in any over music
or just trials and tribulations on
the road?
hahaha rarely to be honest. And
if it does happen it’ll only be for
that second. can never stay mad
at each other for too long!

5.16

Monday

highlight FrOM
cOAchEllA 2016

#YUMA

As the infamous
disco shark presided

funkagenda
Widely known throughout the world for tracks such as Man with the
red Face and his latest release, Aphonia, grammy nominated and
award winning, Funkagenda has been a pioneer in the Electronic
Music scene for several years. Signed onto the iconic toolroom
records, he has gained a rising fan base and has remixed tracks
by artists such as Moby and basement Jaxx. With no. 1 hits on
beatport, Funkagenda has become common name in the dance
music world and is appreciated for the classic yet unique touch
he puts. his DJ sets and production exhibit his fierce passion for
the music that creates a unremarkable sensation throughout the
dance floor that you won’t want to miss.

over the crowd, the Yuma tent
at coachella was the ultimate
pop-up nightclub. A world
unto itself as dark and as full
of light shows as the hottest
nightclub, the underground
lineup would rival the coolest
clubs in Europe. From the
black Madonna, nina Kravitz
and nicole Moudaber joined by
vocalist Skin, to the husband
and wife team of Adam beyer &
ida Engberg, John Digweed and
Justin Martin, for true electronic
fans at coachella, there was no
reason to leave the tent.

Morley
My name is Morley and i am a los Angelesbased street artist that works primarily in
text-based posters that i wheatpaste in
public places.
My process goes like this… i start with
an idea- a sentiment, and then i try to boil
that down to the essentials as far as the
actual words- how do i want to phrase it,
do i want to use punctuation, do i want to
use a more colloquial grammar or proper
English? All that stuff. then i put it together
with a drawing of me. i include this
drawing because i want to create a more
intimate relationship between myself and
the person that passes something i’ve
done. i didn’t want someone to see my
words as coming from a logo or brand, i
wanted them to see them coming from a
person and feel a human connection. Once
i have it all put together i head to a copy
shop and use the enlargers- the kind used
primarily for architecture blue prints, and i
blow up the size i want. then i use a paste

local
artist
spotlight

made from flour to stick them to
temporary construction walls, the
wood of a boarded up building and
other low damage surfaces.
i love having the freedom to
creatively express myself- and
though this freedom isn’t one i’m
often given permission for, i think
it’s a vital element of life. it’s
amazing to be able to not only get
the things inside my head literally
out in the open, but to discover that
once they’re there- other people
know how i feel. they share my
pain, my frustrations, my rage,
my hopes and dreams. they get
me and they’ve stumbled over
someone else who gets them. this
makes us realize that we’re not as
alone as we always assumed we
were and the moment that you
discover that you’re not alone- that
you’re not the only one who feels
the way you feel- it’s a relief like
none other. i live for that relief.

5.20

Friday

Pleasurekraft
Surrender to your hedonistic nature with pleasure as
Kaveh Soroush lure you in with the heavy, deep and groovy
underground techno and tech house. Just go ahead and try not
to hit the dancefloor at Sound and surrender to pleasurekraft.

Saturday

5.21

Special Guest DJ
Sound is known not only for its amazing sound system and
rare opportunities to see your favorite artists in an intimate
650 capacity venue, but also for our blow-out Saturday nights.
check in on our website or follow us on social media for the
announcement of our headliner for Saturday, May 21st.

5.23

Monday

SPeCIAL GueSTS TBA
While we have to keep the lineup under wraps as of press
time, just know this Monday night will feature a special
showcase of some big names that we can’t wait to announce!

5.26

Thursday

Friday

5.27

Deep House yoga

Matador

“We want the music to compliment and enhance the spiritual
practice of yoga, not take away from it. ... i wanted something
to take me deeper. Deep house does that.”
-Alissa Jo

if someone’s a producer with releases on richie hawtin’s
Minus and plus 8 labels, then they’re definitely doing
something right. Dublin’s gavin lynch, aka Matador, has
honed live performance to perfection, Matador stops by
Sound on his ructions album tour.

instructed by carol Ann Manown
7pM

EVEntS FrOM

4.21.16 Pete Tong / SG Lewis
with surprise appearance by Disclosure

5.28

Saturday

gEOrgE
StAVrO
SONIC LAB AUDIO

industry spotlight

george is a 25 year veteran of the electronic dance music and
audio industry and partner in integral Sound.

Mat Zo
in addition to his previous release Damage control being
nominated for a grammy, Mat Zo has a new sophomore studio
album called Self Assemble in tow, out now on his own Mad
Zoo label.

having founded and established Sound, lighting And Visual
Equipment (SlAVE) in Sydney Australia, george moved to nY to
join Steve Dash as engineer and partner of phazon Sound. in 2004,
they continued their partnership with integral Sound.
george has expanded operations widely in the last few years, and
is now partially based out of several additional cities, including los
Angeles. he currently handles various festivals’ sound (bpM, crSSD,
Yuma tent at coachella as select examples) and consults for EDc las
Vegas, among other major productions.

www.soniclabaudio.com

5.30

Monday

Henry Saiz
henry Saiz is the creator of a style that is a combination of
his love for all things electronic with a deep passion for art.
henry’s sound refuses to fall into a singular category; he
takes in influence on many different levels and incorporates
this into his live and DJ sets by forging a perfect balance of
electronica, disco, house and techno.

